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Introduction
Multilayered structures including porous materials are

commonly used in many applications in order to atten-

uate vibrations and sound waves radiated by structures.

Dazel et al. [1, 2, 3] recently proposed a generalized com-

plex modes (GCM) technique for finite-element poroe-

lastic problems and applied it to a finite-element three-

dimensional problem. This technique consists in making

a Taylor expansion of the frequency dependent coeffi-

cients of the model and then solving the associated poly-

nomial eigenvalue problem in a generalized State Space

extending the classical one. Generalized Complex modes

are obtained and used as a basis to reduce the original

finite element system. It has been shown that this tech-

nique allows for the convergence of the solution and yields

a significant reduction of the number of degrees of free-

dom of the problem for single porous structures.

The objective of this paper is to apply to multilayered

structures involving porous materials a Component Mode

Synthesis (CMS) technique [5] based on GCM. A more

detailed presentation is provided in [3, 4].

Ritz vectors associated with GCM
In Component Mode Synthesis, the modal basis of the

whole structure is deduced by keeping the first modes

of each substructure completed with static vectors which

accounts for the flexibility of the modes which are no

retained. All the extensions of these vectors (called Ritz

vectors) are now introduced.

Free interface GCM

The free-interface modes are obtained through the reso-

lution of a generalized eigenvalue problem:

d∑
i=0

[Mi](jω)iv = 0 ⇔ [A]V + (jω)[B]V = 0. (1)

In the relation, the left hand side is the polynomial

eigenvalue problem (of dimension n) associated with the

free interface problem associated to the porous structure.

The right hand side presents the linearized eigenvalue

problem which stands in the Generalized State Space.

Rigid-body GCM

The nR rigid-body correspond to null eigenvalue. It can

be shown that they can be written:

[Φr] =

[
[0n(d−1)×nR

]

[ψr]

]
with [M0][ψr] = [0]. (2)

Hence, it is shown that the rigid-body modes corresponds

to the kernel of the stiffness matrix.

Attachment GCM

As in eq. (2), it is possible to show that the static be-

haviour of the porous structure is linked to [M0] matrix.

The attachment GCM is defined by

Φ̂E =

[
[0n(d−1),nE

]

[M0]
−1 [FE ]

]
= [G][µE ]. (3)

Inertia relief attachment GCM

When a component has rigid-body motion, inertia re-

lief modes are required to represent the complete static

response. This notion has been extended for GCM by

introducing a projection matrix [P] with the follow-

ing properties. On the one hand, when a force vector

is pre-multiplied by the projection matrix [P], a self-

equilibrated matrix force vector is obtained which take

into account d’Alembert forces due to rigid body motion.

On the other hand, when a displacement vector u is pre-

multiplied by [P]t, the rigid-body component of motion

are removed from u so as to form a matrix which is or-

thogonal to the rigid body modes.

Hence, a General Flexibility matrix [Gf ] through this

projection matrix can be introduced and it is shown that

[Gf ] = [P]t[G][P] = [Φf ][Λf ]−1[Φf ]t, (4)

where [Φf ] and [Λf ] respectively correspond to elastic

eigenvectors and eigenvalues.

Residual GCM

Matrix [Gf ] can be partitioned in two blocks correspond-

ing to the set of preserved modes [Φp] and the set of

higher modes [Φh]. Hence one defines:

[Gp] = [Φp][Λp]
−1[Φp]

t , [Gh] = [Φh][Λh]−1[Φh]t. (5)

The generalized State residual inertia-relief attachment

mode matrix [Φd] is then defined by:

[Φd] = [Gh][µB ] = ([Gf ] − [Gp]) [µB ]. (6)

Coupling of substructures

Subset of Ritz vectors of a substructure

If one defines the set of kept modes [Φk] which consists

of the rigid body modes and the flexible preserved modes
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([Φk] = [Φr,Φp]), the Generalized unknown of the prob-

lem X is written as follows:

X = [Φk,Φd]︸ ︷︷ ︸
[Σ]

{
q
λ

}
. (7)

In this decomposition, q is the contribution of the kept

modes and will be determined after the assembling of

the substructures. λ is the static contribution vector of

the inertia relief modes. It can be shown that λ can

be interpreted as the boundary force on the considered

substructure induced by the other substructure.

Global Ritz family of the whole structure

If one considers two substructures (with subscripts α and

β) each one represented by decomposition (7), it can

be shown that the force compatibility relations leads to

λα = −λβ and that one can exhibit a [T] matrix so that

λα = [T]qT , qT =

{
qα

qβ

}
.

Finally one obtains:{
Xα

Xβ

}
=

([
[Φk α] [0]

[0] [Φk β ]

]
+

[
[Φd α]

−[Φd β ]

]
[T]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

[R]

qT .

[R] is the global modal matrix of the whole substructure.

Once more, the term modal refers to Ritz vectors. Matrix

[R] is used to determine the dynamical response of the

system as presented in the following case of application.

Simple case of application
The case of the coupling of a plate and a porous material

and excited by a point force is considered in this paper.

The configuration is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Configuration of the problem

The plate is in aluminum and the properties of the porous

material are given in table 1

The convergence of the technique for material A is

showed in Figure 2. 3512 degrees of freedom are needed

to ensure the convergence of the direct solution. One can

notice that the different peaks are very damped from 300

Hz to 500 Hz. Two numerical simulations are presented

for the modal solution. In the first case, convergence is

σ [kNm−4s] h [1] α∞ [1] ρ1 [kgm−3]

10.9 0.99 1.02 8.8

Λ′ [m] ν [1] N [kPa] ηs [1] Λ [m]

130.10−6 0 80 0.17 100.10−6

Table 1: Considered porous material
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Figure 2: Convergence of the method

obtained up to 300 Hz. The reduction rate is around 20

which is quite interesting. The second simulation (tri-

angle upside down) is a 290 degrees of freedom problem

with a good agreement regarding to the reference solu-

tion. The convergence rate is her around 12.

Conclusion
This paper presented the extension of Component Mode

Synthesis for Generalized Complex Modes. Different Ritz

vectors were introduced and used to build a global modal

basis of the whole structure. A numerical example was

given to show the convergence of the method
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